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Abstract 
A topological space X is called cleavable over a class 9 of spaces if for any A LX there 
exists a continuous map f: X+ Y such that f(X) = YES and f-If(A) =A. It is proved 
that cleavability over the class of all Tychonoff (metrizable) spaces of weight G 7 is 
preserved by open perfect maps. The former survives also open compact maps onto normal 
spaces. Relevant examples are given. A theorem on arcwise connected spaces is proved. 
Keywords: Cleavable space; Cleft cardinal function; Weight; Open map; Perfect map; 
Arcwise connected space 
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1. Introduction 
The concepts of cleavable space (over a class 9 of topological spaces) and cleft 
cardinal function were introduced by Arhangel’skfi in [2,3]. The paper [6] is 
devoted to the investigation of spaces with countable cleft weight, i.e., spaces 
which are cleavable over the class of all Tychonoff spaces with a countable base. It 
is proved there that such spaces X can be characterized as follows: every 
real-valued function on X belongs to the closure of some countable set of 
continuous functions, Rx bearing the topology of pointwise convergence. Natu- 
rally, the same theorem holds for any infinite cardinal number T used instead of 
countable. 
In our paper we will establish some results involving two very natural cases of 
P-cleavability - when 9 consists of all spaces with weight not greater than 7 and 
when 9 is the class of all metrizable spaces. The results concern the behavior of 
9-cleavability under different classes of continuous maps. 
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Let us recall the following well-known facts: 
(1) If there is a perfect map from X onto Y and X is metrizable then Y is 
metrizable too. 
(2) If there is an open-closed map from X onto Y and X is metrizable then Y 
is metrizable too. 
(3) If there is a perfect map from X onto Y then w(Y) < w(X). 
(4) If there is an open map from X onto Y then w(Y) < w(X). 
(5) If f : X + Y is an open-closed finite-fold map then w(X) < w(Y) (see for 
example [5, VI, 1271). 
None of these five assertions remains true when “weight” is replaced by “cleft 
weight” and “metrizable” is replaced by “J-cleavable” where d denotes the class 
of all metrizable spaces. Moreover, every Tychonoff space can be represented as 
an open image of a space with countable cleft weight [6, Theorem 6.61. In this 
paper we will present an example of an open-closed map of normal spaces 
increasing cleft weight from w to c. However, it turns out that cleft weight is never 
increased by open perfect maps, and by open compact maps onto normal spaces. 
Finally, open perfect maps preserve d-cleavability. 
In Section 8 we give the proof of a curious fact: every arcwise connected space 
with countable cleft weight admits a one-to-one continuous map onto a separable 
metric space. 
The author is deeply indebted to his teacher A.V. Arhangel’skii for support and 
suggestions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Notations and terminology are usually as in [7]. For any set A we denote by 2A 
the set of all subsets of A. Small Greek letters (Y, /? [respectively A, v, T] will stand 
only for ordinal [respectively cardinal] numbers. Every ordinal number (Y is 
identified with the set of all ordinals less than (Y, and every cardinal number T with 
the least ordinal of cardinality 7. By o we denote both the set of all nonnegative 
integers and its cardinality, and c = 2”. If 7 is an infinite cardinal then rf is the 
first cardinal greater than 7. Lastly, log,7 = min{h: 7 < v^}. 
Let .RZ be a family of subsets of a set X. Then we define families an(&) c 2x 
for all IZ E w as follows: 
SO(d) =d, Ri,+i(&) = {A uB, A nB: A E fRn(d), B CM). 
Further, we put 
?I?(@) = U(!R&?): n EW}. 
Thus s(d) is the minimal ring (with respect to “U ” and “n “1 of subsets of X 
containing &, and I Nd) I G o * I a? I. A family ZZ’ c 2x separates points of X iff 
n(A EM: x EA} = 1x1 for each x EX. 
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Everywhere except constructions all topological spaces are assumed to be 
Tychonoff and further are simply called spaces. Likewise, all maps under consider- 
ation will be continuous. A map f : X + Y is compact iff f-‘(y) is compact for 
each y E Y. 
For an arbitrary cardinal function f and every cardinal T we denote by gf,7 the 
class of all spaces X with f(X) G T. A class 9 of spaces is hereditary iff Y ~9 
whenever Y LX ~9, a class 9 is T-productive iff the product n{X,: (Y < 7’) 
belongs to 9 since 7’ G 7 and X, ~9 for each ordinal (Y < T’. We will denote by 
M the class of all metrizable spaces. For any infinite cardinal T, dT will symbolize 
the class of all metrizable spaces whose weight does not exceed T, i.e., M, =.&%fl 
gw,,. As usually, R is the real line, Q is the set of all rational numbers, Z is the unit 
real segment [O, 11 c R. 
Recall that a family 57 of open subsets of a space X is a pseudobase of X if 57 
separates points of X. A space is totally disconnected iff it has a pseudobase 
consisting of closed sets. A space X is arcwise connected iff for any two distinct 
points x, y E X one can find a homeomorphic injection f : Z +X with f(O) =x 
and f(l) = y. A subspace Y LX is a retract of X iff there exists a map r : X + Y 
such that r(y) = y for any y E Y. 
Let X be any set and p : X2 + R be an arbitrary pseudometric. We say that a 
subset D LX is p-dense in X if for any x EX and r > 0 one can find z ED with 
p(z, x) < r, and put d(X, p) = min{ I D I: D is p-dense in X}. 
We will use, among other, the following cardinal functions of a space X [l]: 
pseudoweight pw(X> = mint I 27 I: F is a pseudobase of X), diagonal number 
A(X) = min(r 2 w: the diagonal A,= {(x, x>: x EX} is an intersection of not 
more than T open subsets of X2), i-weight iw(X> = min(w(Y): Y is a space and 
there exists a one-to-one map f : X + Y}. 
Definition 2.1 [2,3]. Let 9 be a class of spaces. A space X is called cleavable over 
9 (or 9-cleavable) if for every subset A CX there exists a map fA : X-+ Y, such 
that f,(X) = Y, ~9 and fi-‘f,<A> =A. If 9 is the class of all spaces with a 
countable base then X is simply called cleavable. 
It goes without saying that if there exists a one-to-one map f : X + Y with 
f(X) = Y ~9 then X is P-cleavable. Following [3], we symbolize the class of all 
g-cleavable spaces by Pd#. 
Definition 2.2 [31. Let f be a cardinal function. Then the function fX defined by 
f’(X) = min(r: X E g$ is called cleft f. 
In our investigations we will use the following facts stated in [3]. 
Fact 2.3. Let 9 be a T-productive hereditary class of spaces and X be a P-cleavable 
space with ( X I < 2’. Then X admits a one-to-one map onto a space from 9. 
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Fact 2.4. Every Lindeliif A-cleavable space is cleavable. 
The following notions are rather important in the theory of cleavable spaces. All 
of them but the last one were introduced explicitly in [4]. 
Definition 2.5. Let X be a set and A cX. A family Yc 2x is said to be a divisor 
(or separator) for A if for any two points x EA and y E X\A one can find S ~9 
such that x E S and y P S. 
Definition 2.6. A space X is called r-divisible [respectively strictly T-divisible] if for 
every A LX there exists a divisor PA for A consisting of closed sets [respectively 
closed G,-sets], with 19” I G T. 
Definition 2.7. We will call a space X strongly T-divisible if for every A LX there 
exists a family 9A of closed subsets of X such that I SYA I <T and for each two 
pointsxEA,yEX\AonecanfindB,CE~~withBnC=~,xEBandyEC. 
The next concept is also due to Arhangel’ski?. 
Definition 2.8. A space X is r-weakly normal if for any pair of disjoint closed 
subsets B, C GX there exists a map f : X + R’ such that f(B) n f(C) = @. When 
T = w, X is simply called weakly normal. 
The reason for using this term is that, by the classical Urysohn Theorem, each 
normal space is l-weakly normal. 
The following result (see [4,6]) states the relationship between divisibility and 
cleavability. 
Proposition 2.9. For an arbitrary space X and any infinite cardinal 7: 
(1) X is pw#(X)-divisible; 
(2) X is strictly w #( X)-divisible; 
(3) w#(X) < r iff X is r-weakly normal and strongly r-divisible. 
Proof. Only (3) should be verified. The implication from left to right is trivial. Let 
us establish the converse. Consider any subset A LX and a family 9A of closed 
sets such as in Definition 2.7. Let 
9 = {(B, C) ~9Yj: B n C = @]. 
Since X is T-weakly normal, for each (B, C) ~9 one can choose a map 
f B,c : X + R’ with fe,JB) f? f,,c(C> = fl. Put 
@=A{f,,c: (B, C) ES}. 
Then @ : X + R’ as I LB I G T. If x EA and y E X\A then there exist B, C ~5%‘~ 
such that B n C = fl (thus (B, C) E&&I, x E B and y E C. Hence fs&x) #f&y) 
and Q(x) # Q(y). Consequently, @-‘@(A) =A and w#(X> < 7. 0 
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Since the classes ‘Zr,w,, and 5Zw,, are r-productive and hereditary, and pw is 
never decreased by one-to-one maps, from Fact 2.3 we obtain 
Proposition 2.10. For any space X: 
(1) iw(X) Q w . log, I X I . W#(X); 
(2) pw(X> = log, I x I. PW#W. 
Remark. In view of Proposition 2.9, one could derive the last equality from the 
following easy fact: if X is r-divisible and I X I Q 2’ then pw(X) d T. Observe that 
not every strictly o-divisible space X with I X I Q c has iw(X) < w (see Example 
3.3). On the other hand, the author knows no example of a r-divisible space Y with 
pw#(Y) > 7. 
One of the most interesting results of [6] having various applications is Lemma 
4.3. We reproduce it in a slightly more general form. 
Lemma 2.11. Let r be an infinite cardinal and a space X be represented as 
X = U(S,: t E T}, S, f~ S, = fl whenever t, u E T, t # u. Besides, suppose there is a 
space S such that the cardinal@ of the topology of S (respectively the cardinality of 
the set of all closed G,-sets in S] does not exceed 2’ whereas 2”’ > 2’, and for each 
t E T there exists a one-to-one map from S onto S,. Then pw#(X) < r (respectively 
w#(X) < ~1 implies I T I Q 2’. 
We conclude this preparatory section with an evident characterization of 
A-cleavability. 
Proposition 2.12. A space X is d-cleavable [respectively AT-cleavable (r z o)] iff for 
every subset A G X one can find a continuous pseudometric pA on X such that for any 
pair of points x E A, y E X\A holds p,(x, y> > 0 [and d(X, pA) < 71. 
3. Main results 
Theorem 3.1. If f : X + Y is an open compact map and f(X) = Y then Y is strongly 
w #( X)-divisible. 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that f : X -+ Y is an open compact map and Y = f (XI is 
r-weakly normal. Then w#(Y > < T . w#(X). 
In particular, if f : X + Y is an open compact map from X onto a normal space Y 
then w#(Y 1~ w#(X>. 
The requirement for Y to be normal (or weakly normal) cannot be removed. 
The next example illustrates it. 
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Example 3.3. Let LX’ be a family of infinite subsets of w with the following 
properties: (a) I at’ I = c; (b) A n B is finite for each A, B E &‘, A f B; (c) for any 
infinite C L w one can find A E_SE’ such that C n.4 is infinite (see e.g. [5, I, 1181). 
Choose an arbitrary bijection i: ~2 -+ D” between ti and the metric Cantor 
discontinuum D”. Put P =JZZ U (D” X w) and topologize P as follows: D” X w is 
supplied with its usual topology and open in P, and for every A ELZ’ the sets 
I4 U(UX(A\K)) 
where U L D” is open, i(A) E U and K c w is finite, form a base of P in the point 
A. It is easily seen that P is a Hausdorff space and ind P = 0 (i.e., P has a base 
consisting of closed sets), and therefore the space P is Tychonoff. Further, it is 
clear that P admits a one-to-one map onto a metric compacturn, namely, onto 
D” xA(w) where A(o) is a convergent sequence. Consider the quotient map 
f:P-tQ where Q=&‘Uw, f(A)=A f or each A EJ%’ and f(D” X (v)) = {v) for 
every u E w. Then f is open and compact, and Q is the Isbell-Mrowka space (see 
[8] or [5, V, 100-1011) which is not cleavable [61. 
We note, however, that Q is strictly w-divisible since every of its subsets is F, 
and both G,. 
Theorem 3.4. If f : X + Y is an open perfect map from a space X onto a space Y then 
w#(Y > < w#(X>. 
Theorem 3.5. Let f : X + Y be an open perfect map, f(X) = Y and X e# [respec- 
tively X EM~# where r z w]. Then YE-.& [respectively Y E.&#]. 
Example 3.6. There exist four spaces YO, YI, Y2, Y3 and three (continuous) subjective 
maps PO2 : yO + y2y PI2 : yl + y2T P23 : y2 + Y3 with the following properties: 
(a) Y,, Y,, Y2 and Y, are Lindelof first-countable spaces; 
(b) the map po2 is open-closed; 
Cc) PI2 and p23 are two-fold closed maps; 
(d) the map p23 is open; 
(e) each of the spaces Yo, Y, and Y, admits a one-to-one map onto a metric 
compactum; 
(f) A(Y,) = w#(Y,) = c, Y2 is not _&-cleavable; 
(g> PWWJ = w; 
(h) Y, is homeomorphic to the discrete sum Y3 @ Y,; 
(i) there exists a representation Y2 = Y4 U Ys, where both Y, and Y, are retracts of 
Y2 and are homeomorphic to Y3. 
The space Y2 was described by the author in [9]. Preserving completeness we 
reproduce the whole proof in Section 7. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Assume w#(X> = r > w. First of all we need two auxiliary statements. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that a family & of subsets of a space X has the following 
property : 
a? consists of open sets and for any A E@ there exists a sequence {A,: 
n EW} C& such that A,, c&_,cA,,+, for each n E w and U(A,: 
n~w]=A. (*) 
Then the property ( * ) holds for 8(d) as well. 
Proof. One can easily observe using induction that for every n E w the family 
!R,@) has the property (*), and then note that (*> is preserved by unions. q 
Lemma 4.2. Let Z be a family of open subsets of a space X and A cX. Suppose that 
for each pair of points x E A and y E X/A one can find W,, W, E F?/ with x E W,, 
y E W, and WI n W, = @. Then for any two compact subsets C cA and K c X/A 
thereexistU,VE%(Z)suchthatCcU, KcVandUnV=#. 
Proof. One should modify in an obvious way the standard argument which is used 
to prove that a compact Hausdorff space is normal. 0 
Let us continue the proof of Theorem 3.1. Take any subset A c Y. Let 
g : X+ R’ be a map such that g-‘gf-‘(A) = f-‘(A). Choose a base 9 of R’ with 
the property (* ) from Lemma 4.1 and I 9’ I = T. Put 
z= (g-‘(w): WE‘Q?}. 
Then I z?/ I G T and Z! has the property (* 1. Furthermore, each two points u E 
f-‘(A) and u EX\f-l(A) can be separated by disjoint members of Z. Now let us 
denote 
~~ = {Y\f(U), Y\f(X\D): L=%(Z)}. 
Since the map f is open and ‘S(Z) consists of open subsets of X, ~9~ consists 
of closed subsets of Y. Let us show that gA satisfies the requirements of 
Definition 2.7. Take two arbitrary points x E A and y E Y\A. Then f-‘(x) and 
f-‘(y) are compact, f-‘(x) cf-‘(A) and f-‘(y) cX\f-‘(A). According to 
Lemma 4.2, one can find U, VE ‘8(Z) with U n V= @, f-‘(x) c U and f-‘(y) c V. 
By Lemma 4.1, %(Z(> has the property (*), so there exists a sequence {V,: 
nEw)~ZM2H such that V,cq;cV,+, for each n E w and tJ {V,: n E w} = V. 
Using the compactness of f-'(y) again we conclude that f- l(y) c V, for some 
m E w. Put 
- 
B=Y\f(V) and C=Y\f(X\V,). 
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Then: B,CES?‘~, XEB, YEC and BnC=@. Since ISAl ~2. I!R(%)I GW* 
IZI G r, Y is strongly r-divisible, and the proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
5. Proof of Theorem 3.4 
Let w#(X) = T > w. Choose an arbitrary subset A G Y and take a map g: 
X+ [w’ such that g-lgf-‘(A) =f-‘(A). Let us denote by g,, where CY <r, the 
coordinate projections of g, i.e., g = A(g,: a < 7). For each q E Q we define a 
function sq: R + R by the following formula: 
sq( t) = ;’ (3 t<q, t >q. 
Now put 
@ = (%I” o(q).g,,,) + ... +S&+k*g,J kEw, 4iEQ, 
EiE(4, l},a+}. 
Obviously, 8 consists of continuous real-valued functions on X and I @ I Q 7. 
For each function h E @ we define p,, : Y --) R by the formula 
PJ Y) = min W’(y) 
which makes sense for f-‘(y) and hf- ‘( y) are compact. Since f is open 
and closed, the sets pi ‘(1 - CQ, 4) =fh-‘(I - m, r[) and pkl(lr, + a[) = Y\ 
fi-‘(1 - m, r]) are open in Y for all r E IR, so the function ph is continuous. 
Therefore p = A{ph : h E @) maps continuously Y into R’. Let us show that 
p-‘p(A)=A. T k t a e wo arbitrary points y, E Y\A and y2 E A. Choose any xl E 
f-‘(y,) rX\f-‘(A) d an pick for each z •f-~(y~)@‘(A) an index a(z) <r 
such that 
dz=gu&) -g&x,) +O. 
Let E, = 1 when d, > 0 and E, = - 1 when d, < 0. Choose two rational numbers 
qZ, rr with 
ez . g,(z) C-4 ~9z<rz<~z~ga&)~ 
Then the function h, = sq, 0 (E, . g,,,,) has the following property: 
h,(w) ahAx,) =qz forany wEXand h,(z)>r,. (**) 
Put 
U, = {w EX: h,(w) > rZ}. 
Then (U,: z ~f-l(y~)} is an open cover of the compacturn fB1(y2). Let 
(2 O,. . . , z,,J cf-‘( y2) be a finite subset such that 
f-‘(Y2) “Q”U ... uu*,,. 
Put 
d = mint rz,, - q,,, , . . . , rz,,, - q,,,,) . 
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The function h = h,,, + . . . + hznr belongs to @ and, according to ( * * ), it holds 
h(w) >h(x,) +d for all w~f-‘(y~). 
Hence we have 
PAYI) Gh(x,) <h(x,) +d<<p,(y,) 
and p(y ,) #p( y,). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
6. Proof of Theorem 3.5 
It suffices to prove only the second statement (on JT-cleavability). Let A c Y 
be an arbitrary subset. By Proposition 2.12 there exists a continuous pseudometric 
s: X2 + [w such that d(X, s) < T and s(xi, x,) > 0 whenever x, l f-l(A) and 
x2 E X\f-‘(A). Given two nonempty compact subsets A, B LX, we put 
s*(A, B) =max(max{s(a, B): a EA}, max{s(b, A): b EB}} 
(this definition coincides with that of the well-known Hausdorff metric). Since all 
fibers f-‘(y) are compact we may define p : Y 2 + R’ by the formula 
P(Yi> Y2) =s*(f-‘(Yd, f-‘(y2)). 
Then p is a pseudometric on Y and evidently for any y, E A and y, E Y\A we 
have ~(yi, y2) > 0. We owe to prove that p is continuous and d(Y, p) < T. 
Since the map f is open and closed, for any open subset W GX the sets 
f’W=f(W>andf-W=Y\f(X\W)areopeninY.Form~o,x~X,y~Ywe 
denote 
O,(x) = {ZEX: s(z, .x) <2-m), B,(y) ={wEY: p(w, y) <2-m}. 
From the continuity of s it follows that all O,(x) are open in X. So for any finite 
collection x,,, . . . , xk E X the set 
I/m(XO,...,Xk) 
=f-(0,(x,) u ... ” Rd%J) ~f’Qn(43) n . . . nf+Q?l(xk) 
is open in Y. 
Let us fix an s-dense subset D CX with I D I G T. Put 
g’= {IQU”,... ,ak): m, kEo, a,eD}. 
For each VE%‘\{@} we pick any point b, E I/ and put 
H= {b,: VE~\{fl)}. 
Clearly I H I Q I 27 I 6 T. The proof will be completed if we establish the following: 
foranyyEYandnEwthereexistsVE~suchthatyEVCB,(y).(***) 
Indeed, ( * * * > implies that H is p-dense in Y, as H IT I/ f @. 
So take y E Y and n E w. Since f-‘(y) is compact and {O,, ,(a): a E D) is an 
open cover of X, we can pick a finite set (a,, . . . , uk) c D such that f-‘(y) c 
O,+,(q)> ” . . . U On+,(uk) and f-‘(y) n O,+,<u,> f fl for all i G k. Then the set 
v= <I+,(a”,..., ak) belongs to 57 and contains y. 
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Let w E V. Choose xi ~f-l(y) n O,+,(aJ and zi l fP1(w) f~ On+,(ai) for each 
i G k. Then for any x of-i(y) [respectively z ~f-l(w)l there is j <k such that x 
[respectively zl belongs to O,+,(aj) and hence 
S(X, f-‘(w)) GS(X, Zj) <S(X, Uj) +s(aj, Zj) <2-“-‘+2-“-‘=2-” 
[respectively 
+f-‘(Y)) ( <s 2, Xi) <S(Z, Uj) +s(uj, Xi) <2-“‘‘+2-“-‘=2-“I. 
Therefore p(y, w) =s*(f-l(y), f-‘(w)) < 2-” and w E&(Y). Thus VcB,(y), 
( * * *) holds, and the proof of Theorem 3.5 is finished. 
7. Construction of Example 3.6 
Let us define a space Xi as the union of four copies of the segment I: 
X, = Z x (0, 1, 2, 3). We declare that: all points of Z X 11, 2) are isolated in Xi; the 
standard base of X, in each point (x, 0) consists of the sets 
U,( x, 0) = ((lx - 2_“, x+2-“[nZ) x{O, I])\((& I)}, n=w, 
and in every point (x, 3) of the sets 
UJX, 3) = ((lx - 2_“, x+2-“[nz)x{2,3})\{(x,2)}, I1EW. 
Thus X, is the discrete sum of two copies X, = Z X (0, l} and X4 = Z X 12, 31 of 
the Alexandroff duplicate of the segment Z (see e.g. [7, 3.1.261). The space X, is a 
first-countable compactum. 
Let q,*: X, -+X2 be the quotient map obtained by identifying the points (x, 0) 
and (x, 3) for each x E I. Then X, = q12(X1) = Z X IO, 1, 21, where all points of 
Z x (1, 2} are isolated and for every x E Z the family of the sets 
V,(x) = ((lx - 2_“, x+2-“[nz)x(O,l,2})\{(x,I),(~,2)}, aem, 
form a base of X, in the point (x, 0). Evidently, x(X,) = w and X, is a 
compacturn. 
Now let us define qz3 : X, +X, where q2&X2) =X, = Z x (0, 1) cX,. For each 
xeZ we put 
%3(X> 0) =(x, 0) and qz3(x, 1) =qz3(x, 2) =(x, 1). 
It is easily seen that the map qz3 is continuous and open. Both q12 and qz3 are 
two-fold and closed. 
Let B be a Bernstein set on the segment I, this set has the property that both B 
and Z\B have cardinality c and contain no uncountable compacta. Now put: 
A = Z\B, 
Y,=(AX{O,3})u(Bx{lJ})cX,, Yz=qn(Yl), Y3=qdYz), 
PI2 = ql2 1 t’, 7 P23 = q23 1 Y2. 
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(the segment Z being supplied with its usual topology), and let po2 : YO + Y2 be the 
restriction of the projection 7: Y2 x Z -+ Y2. 
Clearly Y,, Y,, Y, and Y3 are Tychonoff first-countable spaces. The assertions 
(h) and 6) are also obvious. 
Let us prove (b). Observe that p;‘(y) = Y0 n n-‘(y) is dense in r-‘(y), for 
each y E Y2. Then the openness of po2 is provided by that of the projection r and 
the following simple assertion: 
Fact 7.1. Let f: X + Y be an open map and Z CX be a subspace such that 
Znf-'(y)=f-Yy)f or every y E Y. Then the restriction f I z : Z + Y is open too. 
Now we prove that po2 is closed. Let F be an arbitrary closed subset of Y,. 
Suppose that x E po2( F) \P~~(F). Then x E Y6 since all points of Y2\ Y, are 
isolated in Y,. Take a countable base (U,: n E wl of Y2 in x such that U,,, G U, 
for all n E w. Let us pick y, E U,, n&F) and z, E Z with (y,, z,) E F, for each 
n E w. Let z * E Z be a cluster point of the sequence (2,: n E w}. As F is closed, 
(x, z * ) E F and hence x E~,JF). It follows that po2(F) is closed. This completes 
the proof of (b). 
The maps p,2 : Y, + Y2 and pz3 : Y, -+ Y3 are two-fold and closed as the restric- 
tions of the closed maps q12 and qz3 to the total preimages Y, = q;1(Y2) and 
Y2 = q&‘(Y,) respectively. By the same reason pz3 is open. Thus we obtain (c) and 
cdl. 
Obviously the map h, : Y3 + Z defined by the formula 
h,(x, 0) =x for xEA and h,(y, 1) =y for DEB, 
is a one-to-one map from Y3 onto the segment Z (with the usual topology). By (h), 
Y, can be mapped one-to-one onto Z @ I. Finally, define h, : Y0 --f Z2 as follows: 
h,(x, 1, a) =(x, a) for DEB and a EA, 
h,(y,Lb)=(y,b) fory,bEB, 
h,( z, 0, c) = (z, c) for z EA and c E I. 
It is easy to see that h, is a one-to-one map from Y0 onto the square Z2. Hence 
we have (e). 
Let 55 be an arbitrary open cover of Y,. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that each element U E .V either is contained in B X {l} or can be repre- 
sented as 
U= ((&+I) x 10)) u ((409 x {I)), 
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J, being an open real interval. Let 5’ be a countable subfamily of g such that 
U (J,: U E Y) ~4. Then 
Y,\(UZ’) =KX{l} where K=I\(lJ{J,: UE.??‘)). 
Since Kc B and K is compact, I K I G o. Consequently, we can extract from g 
a countable subcover of Y3. Hence Y3 is Lindelof. Then ICY,) = o is due to (h), 
and Yz =pr2(Y1) has the Lindelof property too. Finally, the space Y, is Lindeliif as 
PO2 * . Y, + Y2 is a closed map onto Y2, ICY,) = w and all p&i(y) are Lindelof 
[7,3&S]. The assertion (a> is proved. 
Now let us establish (f). Take an arbitrary family (IV,: cx < T} of neighborhoods 
of the diagonal A, in Y2’. For each cr < r and every x E A we can choose a 
neighborhood 
U&X = ((J&X nA) x 101) ” (MY,, nB) x K2)) 
(here 1, x 
denote ’ 
is an open real interval) of the point (x, 01 such that U& c W,. Let us 
K,=I\(U{J,,,: =A)) 
for (Y < 7. Then each K, is compact and contained in B, hence 1 K, 1 G w. 
Evidently, for every y E B\K, one can find x EA such that (y, 11, (y, 2) E U,,,. 
Suppose that T < c. Since I B I = c and I K, I G w for any (Y < r, the set 
M=B\(U(K,: a<~}) 
is not empty. Choose t EM. Then 
((‘, l), (t, 2)) E u{u$: =A) cw, 
for all cx < r. Therefore n{W,: a < T} # A,. So we have proved that A(Y,) = c = 
I Y2 1, and hence iw(Y,) = c. By Proposition 2.10(l), w#(Y,l = C. Applying Fact 2.4 
we conclude that the space Y2 is not J-cleavable. 
Now we owe only to verify (81. Obviously, the family 
Z= {B x {l}, B x (2)) 
“{([O, d[ x (0, 1, 2)) f- y2, (14 11 x {O, 1, 2)) f-3 y2: 0 <d < 1, 
d&l} 
is a countable pseudobase of Y2. 
8. Arcwise connectedness and cleavability 
It appears that in some aspects cleavable spaces without isolated points are 
easier to deal with than scattered cleavable spaces. For instance, it is proved in [61 
(Theorem 7.10) that every Tech-complete cleavable space without isolated points 
can be mapped one-to-one onto a space with a countable base. Our following 
theorem shows that in the class of arcwise connected spaces the matter with 
cleavability becomes ultimately simple, 
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Theorem 8.1. Let X be an arcwise connected space. Then: 
(1) if PWW) < 6J then X has a countable pseudobase; 
(2) w#(X> G 0 implies iw(X) G w. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, it is sufficient to prove only that I X I G c whenever 
pw#(X> G w. Suppose that 1 X 1 > c. We will construct by transfinite induction a 
family {I,: (Y < c+) of disjoint subsets of X homeomorphic to the segment Z and 
thus run counter to Lemma 2.11. Let us fix an arbitrary point z EX, and choose 
for each x E X\{z} a homeomorphic injection f, : Z --,X with f,(O) =x and 
f,(l) = z. Suppose that the sets Z, are constructed for all (Y < p, where p < cf, and 
let 
zp= U(Z,: (Y <P}. 
Put 
Yp= U(M: MCZp, IMI GC0). 
As all Z, are separable, for any countable A G ~3, U ( Z,: (Y E A} G Yp holds. Since 
$03 < PWW) Q w, for each countable M CX by a well-known cardinal formula 
[l] we have: 
Hence 1 Yp I i c as I Z, I Q c. Then we can pick xp E X\ Yp. We claim that there 
exists up > 0 such that 
&([O+])nZp=ti. 
Indeed, otherwise for each n E w one could find (Y, < p such 
Za, # @, and from the continuity of f,, it would follow that 
that f,,([O, 2-V n 
Now put Zp =fJ[O, a,]). Thus we obtain the desired family {I,: (Y < c+}. q 
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